
THE LOWER CASE 

ALPHABET SO/AS ABOVE, AS/SO 

BELOW,  INFINITE COPTIC KEY 

DNA STRAND G.I.F.T. … and how it per-tains to YOU!i 

ANAGOGIC INTERPRETATIONS  

written by M/E/YOU 4 YOU/ME 

 

IT IS ILLEGAL TO USE/THINK/BE A/ANY LEGAL NAME, THIS IS LEGAL FACT 

GOOGLE IT    “LEGAL NAME FRAUD” #namegate #schoolgate #legalnamefraud 

www.losethename.com 

www.jasontheartonaut.wordpress.com/links 

Quest-Ions? Go within SELF, then get @ m/e,  Email/e-mal:  jsin0925@gmail.com   

Fake/Fascist Book:  little.skeezers@facebook.com  Twitter/Twat-Tear:  @JMorgan7500 

For more on Phonics/Fa-NI-X/Phoenix, use MY/YOUR website called GOOGLE. 

The best source to fast track the phonics/spell trap is right here, no GOOGLE required. 

Also, to REALLY krasp the concepts, READ ALL OF THE ESSAYS AND NOT JUST THE 4 PROVIDED HERE 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/hooked-by-phonics-by-kate-of-gaia-

edited_worddoc.pdf 

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/phoenician-spells-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf 

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/phoenician-starter-kit-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf 

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/phoenician-to-phonics-to-phoenix-how-

to-guide-by-kate-of-kaea.pdf 

STAR (17) / STRENGTH (8) = 88 

http://www.losethename.com/
http://www.jasontheartonaut.wordpress.com/links
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/hooked-by-phonics-by-kate-of-gaia-edited_worddoc.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/hooked-by-phonics-by-kate-of-gaia-edited_worddoc.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/phoenician-spells-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/phoenician-starter-kit-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/phoenician-to-phonics-to-phoenix-how-to-guide-by-kate-of-kaea.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/phoenician-to-phonics-to-phoenix-how-to-guide-by-kate-of-kaea.pdf


Rho-Ur(Lower) Ka-Se(Case) All-Fa-B-ETA(Alphabet) so/as Ab-Av(Above),   

as/so B-Rho(Below), Infinite(8, Strength Tarot card, Leo)  

Coptic Key(17/8, Star Tarot card, Aquarius),  DNA/TNA Strand/Stir-An-T,                                                                         

Ab-Soul-Root(Absolute) G.I.F.T. (birth registration/legal name created and given 

over to the crown corpseration by unknowingly deceived parents)                                                                            
(gamete intrafallopian transfer/SEE BLACK’S LAW dictionary) 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/blacks-law-dictionary-9th-edition.pdf 

 

See the Elementary School 

lower case alphabet writing chart (you know, the one that we were all programmed 

to duplicate repeatedly at nausium). 

 

 

 

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/blacks-law-dictionary-9th-edition.pdf


 

 

 



 

 

 

 

THE OBJECTIVE IS SIMPLE:   

To spark AH-HA moments, get those creative juices flowing.  

An example of how to look outside the box and view things with new eyes.  

Realize how AMAZING YOU ARE. 

Might I add that if you think in any WAY/SHAPE/FORM that YOU are a 

NAME of any kind be it, legal name, job title, alias, family line, etc., then you 

will never TRULY know who you are. Idol worship of the highest order, 

believing you are something outside of yourself. 

 

The 1st step in cracking the Quad Nature of the Lower Case Alphabet and its 

extensions (tails, glyphs/G-Ly-fish, titles/tits of el), is to break the alphabet 

apart into a quad. We achieve this by duplicating the alphabet and splitting 

it in halves. 

The Masculine aspect is represented in an as above/so below using the first 

13 letters of the lowercase alphabet, a thru m. 

The Feminine aspect is represented in an as above/so below using the last 

13 letters of the lowercaser alphabet, n thru z. 

Again, take YOUR crayons out and see your own magic. I am merely 

showing a download and sharing a fractal of it.(yea, its like that now) All it 

took was someone mentioning to have a look and see. 

So I did,  

 



 

Notice each quadrant, what do you see? 



 

 

Notice it maps out just like the Tarot birthcards, Star/Strength (8 pt star on 

top of an infinite symbol). It just happened that way, and Ko-insite-entry, 

(coincidently) that is the gamepiece that has received and typed this ritink.  



Upper Left Quad (UL)(you lucifer) 

The upper left has the most letters to be chopped. A total of 8 upper tails. 

(infinite ouroboros, repeating cycles, snake eating its tail)  

The 8 letters that correspond to the higher aspect of Luciferian aspect are,  

The letters b/d/f/h/i/j/k/l (be deaf, hijacked El) 

Bad/bod/bawdy, phi/fish, joke/jackal/jeckyl, cull/ell 

(jackal/anubis/dog/Sirius, etc.) 

When sliced, the letters read  

Letter b = backwards a 

Letter d = a 

Letter f = T 

Letter h = n 

Letter i = dotless i (looks like a lower case l)(Turkish w) 

Letter j = J 

Letter k = k 

Letter l = dotless i (Turkish w) 

Backwards a/a/T/n/o/j/k/o (yan/yin-T-n-oi-ko) 

The light and dark contained within the infinite law of truth, in the womb of 

all creation into the Christ child. 

The dotless letter i shows up in the Turkish alphabet. 

Turkey/Taur-key (creation field key) Dotless i is known as a  

diacritic (die a critic). The dotless i denotes the letter w. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dotted_and_dotless_I 

The letter j is the only letter in the whole alphabet that has both a top and a 

bottom to cut off, making it either a J with no dot or an i.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dotted_and_dotless_I


The backwards letter a and the regular letter a both represent 96, yan yin, 

light and dark, etc. 

The only 2 letters with a dot are the i and j (which just so happen to be 

right next to each other) The dots are called TITTLES (tits of el). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tittle 

A link on the letters i/j: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IJ_(digraph) 

Also, just for fun, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IJ_(Amsterdam) 

Etymology for the letters ij: 

From Middle Dutch -ie, which is borrowed from Old French -ie, from Latin -ia, from Ancient Greek -

ια (-ia). Cognate with German -ei, English -y. Dutch variants are: -ie (as in theorie) and -ije(as 

in Turkije)
[1] 

Suffix 

-ij f (plural -ijen) 

1. -y; Forms abstract nouns denoting a state or concept related to the person(s) referred to 

by the stem. 

2. -ery; Forms nouns denoting a business or an organization which is run by the kind of 

person(s) referred to by the stem. 

http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=stem&searchmode=no

ne 

stem (v.1)  

3. "to hold back," early 14c., from a Scandinavian source, such as Old Norse stemma "to 
stop, dam up; be stopped, abate," from Proto-Germanic *stamjan (cognates: 
Swedish stämma, Old Saxon stemmian, Middle Dutch stemon, German stemmen "stop, 
resist, oppose"), from PIE root *stem- "to strike against something" (cognates: 
Lithuanian stumiu "thrust, push"). Not connected to stem (n.). 
Related: Stemmed; stemming. Phrase to stem the tide is literally "to hold back the 
tide," but often is confused with stem (v.2) "make headway against."  
 
Verbal phrase stems from (1932, American English), perhaps is from stem (v.) in the 
sense "to rise, mount up, have origin in" (1570s), or is influenced by or translates 
German stammen aus, probably from a figurative sense represented by English stem (n.) 
in the sense of "stock of a family, line of descent" (c. 1540; cognates: family tree, 
and German stammvater "tribal ancestor," literally "stem-father"). 

4. stem (v.2)  
5. "make headway by sailing, head in a certain course," late 14c., literally "to push the stem 

through," from stem (n.) in the "ship post" sense (here the post at the prow of the 
ship). Related:Stemmed; stemming. 
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https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/-ia#Latin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek_language
https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=-%CE%B9%CE%B1&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=-%CE%B9%CE%B1&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/-ei#German
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/-y#English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_language
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/-ie#Dutch
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/theorie#Dutch
https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=-ije&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Turkije#Dutch
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/-ij#cite_note-1
https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=-ijen&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/-y
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/-ery
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=stem&searchmode=none
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=stem&searchmode=none
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=stem&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=stem&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=stem&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=stem&allowed_in_frame=0
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=stem
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=stem


Diacritic dots both represent TITLES. The letter i represents the SELF while 

the tittle acts as the spiritual capture, i.e., LEGAL NAME. 

The letter j represents the SELF after one acts in fraud, thus the HOOK on 

the bottom (legal name says you are hooked, gotcha). The 2nd title (letter j) 

represents your consent/ignorance thus making the physical capture 

possible (po-cy-bull) by your agreement to be the dead fraudulent legal 

name that you DO NOT OWN. 

 

Upper Right Quad (UR)(you are) 

Higher divine feminine creative aspect. 

The only letter that is above the line is the letter t. When sliced, it becomes 

a capitol T. Since it stays a letter T, the Phoenician capitol T is a . Zero 

point, balanced. The higher aspect of divine feminine is neutral.  

 

Lower Left Quad (LL) (luciferian intent) 

The lower part of the luciferian aspect has 2(duality/jew-ality)letters that 

get sliced. 

Letter g = a 

Letter j = i  

When put together you will see, ai (artificial intelligence) 

Backwards it is g.i. (genetic ID-entity) G.I.s guys on guys. 

When one thinks they are a legal name, acting in fraud, their creative 

spiritual has been captured and thus, results in walking, talking, 

programmed bioborgs operating on artificial intelligence. 

 

 

 



Lower Right Quad (LR)(left & right joined) R & R(reverse revelations) 

L + R =  

The lower divine feminine creative aspect, 

has 3 letters (trinity) with tails. 

Letter p = backwards a (9/yan) 

Letter q = a (6/yin) 

Letter y = v (life, master number 22) 

Put together, we get aav, or AV 

Av = Ab/Abba/Abu/Father/Babylonian origin 

Av = the ONLY month NOT NAMED in the Bi-bull/bible. 

Av = represents both the 11th AND 15th month in the Hebrew year. 

aav = 11/22 = 11   /   aav = 1+1+2+2 = 6 (15 = 1+5 = 6) 

 

Referred to as the WORST day of the year in modern times. 

Referred to as the BEST day of the year in ancient times. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Av 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tu_B%27Av 

av = truth/gratitude in the mirror 

pqy = pick why 

pqy = hexed seed insemination Y chromosome 

Backwards spell, yqp = I Kewpie/occupy/why equip 

The kewpie doll effect: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kewpie_doll_effect 

Also notice the number of sliced numbers there are in each quad. 

UL = 8, UR = 0, LL = 2, LR = 3 (8+0+2+3 = 13) 

13 = Christ Consciousness 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Av
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tu_B%27Av
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kewpie_doll_effect


 



 

 



 


